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Packing
Tapetex wallcoverings carry a product label, a recommendation for application and are provided
with cardboard edge protectors before wrapping in a foil.
Since all Tapetex wallcoverings are precision pretrimmed for butt joining on the wall a careful
handling of the edges is essential for a perfect hanging.
Depending upon the number of rolls in a consignment the rolls are packed in cardboard tube s,
boxes or palletboxes. The tubes and boxes are available in a great number of sizes.
The sturdy cardboard palletboxes have an outside dimension of 146 x 109 x 74 cm high
(58" x 43" x 29" high) and have 9 plastic feet for an easy lifting with a forklift truck.
Transport
The transport and insurance are arranged as agreed with the customer based upon the most
recent Incoterms.
If the customer requests a courier service on the customer's account we need to know:
- Name of courier.
- Full address with contact person and telephone of the consignee.
- The account number must be valid for international transport and the customer must provide
the correct billing address of their courier account.
- If receiving party is in Europe we need a VAT number .
If the courier service is on Tapetex account, we work with UPS and UPS picks up daily at our
factory. Again here we need the full address, contact person, telephone and if applicable the
European VAT number.
Please refer to the next page for an overview of p ictures of our packaging.
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All rolls are equipped with
cardboard edge protectors
to prevent damages.
Hereafter, the rolls are
wrapped in foil, sealed and
eventually boxed.

Picture 1.1

Picture 1.2

As shown in the picture, our boxes come in all sizes.
Depending on the size of the roll, a box or a tube is
chosen.
Every box is has an unique label that provides the
address, quality number, customer product
reference, lot/roll number, length and order number.
Please note we only use pallets that are ISPM 15
approved.
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Another packaging possibility for large orders is a
palletbox. This reduces the chance of individual rolls
getting lost in transit and furthermore it offers
excellent protection.
Please note that our palletboxes have plastic feet
that do not contain wood.
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